
 
 

 
Cocina con vista al viaducto (Kitchen with view of the viaduct), Elena Climent 

 

 
 I. GALLERY RESOURCES  
      Full gallery label 
 Artist/Maker:  Elena Climent (b. Mexico 1955) 
 Title:  Cocina con vista al viaducto (Kitchen with View of the Viaduct)  
 Date:  1995 
 Medium:  oil on canvas and panel 
 Credit Line:  Museum purchase in honor of Clayton Kirking funds provided by Mr. and              
 Mrs. L. Gene Lemon Latin American  
 Object Number:  1995.27 
 E-Gallery:  https://phxart.org/arts/cocina-con-vista-al-viaducto-kitchen-with-view-of-the-viaduct/ 
 Extended label information:  Described as a “visual scavenger,” Elena Climent created still life 
 paintings that speak eloquently to her personal memories and identity.  Rendered in meticulous  
 detail, they do not record actual scenes, but rather present ones constructed from her imagination.  
 While many of the elements are associated with events from her life, Climent creates a sort of self-
 portrait that is as much about feelings as it is about facts.  Her work explores a visual vocabulary  
 drawn from Mexico’s  middle class and modest objects of daily life. 
 
II. TOURING TIPS 
     Quick facts about the work and artist  

• In Cocina con vista al viaducto, Elena Climent uses the objects in a still life painting to pay  
homage to her mother, Helen Climent, who passed away in 1994. Many objects evoke special 
memories of her mother and her mother's kitchen. The objects in the painting, as in many still life 
paintings, each hold a special meaning and are purposefully included and thoughtfully arranged.  

• Climent paints subjects that are relevant to her life and times—scenes of home altars including 
photographs, candles and votive painting; scenes of small shop interiors; colorful gardens; and  
family pets. But to this traditional imagery, Climent adds the signs and symbols of contemporary 
industrialized society that have entered into daily life—household items and kitchen equipment,  
plastic goods and toys that are typical of the Mexican reality of today. 



• Elena Climent was born in Mexico City on March 6, 1955.  Her father, Enrique Climent (1897-1980), 
was a Spanish artist and an exile (1939) from the Spanish Civil War. He was obsessed with memories 
and passions of the European world he had left behind. Elena’s mother was born in Brooklyn, New 
York, of Jewish descent. She also abandoned her origins to find a new life in Mexico. 

• Elena’s father had a very strong  personality and she could not paint around him. His taste  
dominated every inch of their home. Everything about his art and their home was perfectly arranged: 
matching colors, harmony, composition, symmetry. He did not let her attend art school – thought it 
would spoil her talent. 

• As the daughter of two foreigners, Climent was brought up as something of an outsider. Her father, 
when asked his nationality or religion, classified himself as mammal. Climent and her sisters decided: 
Quote: “the only thing that was clear was that we were Mexican. . . Being Mexican became very 
important to us, and we took to this with the determination of a convert.” 

• After her father’s death (1980), Climent rebelled against the strict aesthetic rules of her father.  
These rules inhibited her growth for they had nothing to do with the Mexico in which she lived 
 and which she had decided to make the subject of her art.  
Quote: “There is a certain way that people put things together that is very Mexican,” notes Climent.  
“The people are very, very visual.”  To the visual sense one can add the economical:  “In Mexico, 
everybody uses everything. You never throw a can away, you use it. Even a plastic bag will be made 
into a plant pot.  In a church in a very remote town, I’ve seen an altar decorated entirely with plastic 
bags. It’s overwhelming.” 

• Her mother disapproved of Elena’s asserting her Mexican-ness in  her art.  When her mother died 
(1994), Climent returned to Mexico and stayed in her childhood home for a week.   

 Quote: “Everything alive seemed to be trapped in the objects and spaces that had been     
 witnesses of past events.”   
• Climent decided to create a series of still lifes about her home before strangers moved in and swept 

memories away. Cocina was painted during this time. 
Quote: “I hope these painting will communicate some of the feelings I’ve gone through in creating 
them.” 
 

     Engagement Questions  
• Look at the objects Climent has chosen for her still life—each holds a special meaning or memory 

 for the artist.  What clues or messages can you find in these objects that give you a better 
understanding of the artist and her life? Explain. 

• If you were composing a still life painting with objects representative of your life experiences and 
memories, what sorts of objects would you choose?  Why? 

• In Cocina, Elena Climent has used symbolism to record a “visual diary” about the loss of her mother. 
How has she achieved this?  Explain. 
 

     Gallery activities/tasking ideas 
     CRITICAL EYE 

1. Looking for details - divide students into 3 groups.   
a. Group 1: focus on foreground table—note 5-10 details                                                 
b. Group 2: focus on background window scene-- note 5-10 details                                               
c. Group 3: focus on middle ground—wall –not 5-10 details 
d. Discuss Climent’s use of symbolic objects to express personal experiences and memories. 
e. Discuss symmetry/balance and visual weight vs. emotional weight. 

  2.  Lower a blind on the window.  How does this affect the scene?  
   



GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES 
Activity # 1 
   1.  Divide students into 3 groups. Provide each group with one point of research written on a slip of      
 paper. Ask students to find evidence in the artwork that relates to the research. 
    a.  Elena Climent wanted her paintings to affirm the beauty of Mexico that was industrialized,   
  overpopulated, invaded by products of other countries, and in a state of constant change. 
    b.  Elena Climent quote:  “I was painting what I saw in the streets, windows, doors, altars and   
  storefronts. Bright colors that went far beyond the tones and hues of my upbringing." 
    c.   Elena Climent wanted to  make the Mexico in which she lived the subject of her art. 
  As a daughter of two foreigners (Spanish father and American mother), Elena Climent  
  felt she was brought up as something of an outsider. Elena and her sisters decided that 
  “. . .the only thing that was clear was that we were Mexican. Being Mexican became very  
  important to us.”  
    2.  Discuss how country and family affected the art of Elena Climent.  
 
Activity #2 
Compare and Contrast Elena Climent’s still life, with its influences from Mexico, with her father Enrique 
Climent’s still life, with its influences from Spain and Europe. 

 
STORIES IN ART 
  1.  Line Poem Activity: 
          a.  Nouns – Make a list of things you see in the artwork (nouns) down center of paper 
          b.  Adjectives or Adverbs – Add a word or two (adjectives or adverbs) in front of each      
  noun to describe it in more detail 
         c.  Write a short summarizing phrase or sentence at the end to complete the overall    
  description. 
  2.  Written Activity: Climent’s family relationships and memories invite each of us to invent and enter 
 worlds that embody our own memories, fantasies, and dreams. Select an environment that is  
 special to you. An example might be your bedroom, your desk or workspace at school, or another 
 favorite place. Carefully collect objects from your chosen environment that evoke special memories  
 of important experiences in your life. Write about these objects and how they tell us about you. 

 
     Relevant vocabulary  

• Pronounced:  Elena klee-MEN 
• Composition – the organization of lines, shapes, colors and other art elements in a work of art. 
• Figurative art – any form of art that clearly represents an image from the real world. 
• Homage - respect shown towards someone you admire. 



• Still life— a work of art depicting mostly inanimate subject matter – fruit, flowers, tableware, pottery, 
and so forth—brought together for their pleasing contrasts of shape, color and texture. 

• Symbol – in art, something recognizable that stands for or represents something else--an idea or 
concept that would be hard to draw or paint, such as love or hope for eternal life. 

• Symbolism – the systematic use of visual symbols according to mythical, religious, literary, etc., 
traditions. 
 

     Collection Connections  
• White Rose, Georgia O'Keeffe (American, 1887-1986) c. 1928 

 O’Keeffe observed that due to its relatively small size, “nobody sees a flower.” She believed that 
rendering the blossom on canvas made a viewer notice what she saw. Relate this idea back to 
Climent’s work.  

• Still Life: Vanitas, Jan van Dalen (Dutch/Flemish, 1611-1677), c. 1665 
In still life paintings like Vanitas, the artist mainly depicts inanimate objects not only for their intrinsic 
beauty, but also for their symbolic meaning. Compare and connect symbolism of a 1665, still life 
painting created by a Dutch artist with this modern 1995 still life painting created by a Mexican artist. 

• Women Carrying Food (Mujeres Llevando Comida), Alfredo Ramos Martinez (Mexican, 1871-1946) 
not dated 
Climent deliberately avoided depicting folkloric themes as had earlier Mexican artists. Instead of  
bread straight from the bakery, carried in a straw basket on an Indian woman’s head, she painted  
food items packaged in plastic as sold at supermarket. She painted soda pop bottles rather than 
earthenware jugs. Compare her work to that of Alfredo Ramos Martinez. 

• El Suicidio de Dorothy Hale (The Suicide of Dorothy Hale), Frida Kahlo (Mexican, 1907 -1954), c. 1939 
Climent belongs to the generation of Mexican painters who took their cue from Frida Kahlo in making 
an art that combined fantasy, intimate feeling, and autobiography. 

 
III. FORMAL ANALYSIS  
Describe use of the elements of art significant to object  

• FOREGROUND – the tabletop is filled with natural, organic forms 
o FORMS: orbs of onions, sphere-shaped potatoes and beans encased in bubbles of plastic, 

cylinder- shaped cobs of corn mimicked by cylindrical soda bottles with raised spirals of glass 
that begin at the base of the “Boing” label and swirl to the base of the bottle. The cube 
shaped box has forms three young girls pictured on the front. A cross & heart shape lie  
before them.  

o COLORS: dark brown tones of the potatoes and beans contrast with the bright fuchsia,  
pink, chartreuse, turquoise, green colors of the other items on the table. Colorfully  
patterned vinyl tablecloth covers the table. 

o TEXTURE: sunlight streams in from the top right side of the painting, contributing  form and 
implied texture to all the objects on the table. 

o PERSPECTIVE: vantage point is a few inches above the surface on which objects are arranged.  
Keeping space shallow makes things seem more real and touchable. 

• BACKGROUND – window view is filled with man-made straight edges 
o LINES: Vertical and horizontal lines fill the view out the window and energize the space. 
o SHAPES: Rectangular shapes of window frames are repeated in homes, windows and doors 

across the viaduct. A tiny triangular airplane is barely visible in the sky 
o COLORS: Squares of coral, light blue and aqua delineate homes across the highway.  

A red car is visible along bottom of window and a gray-blue patch of polluted Mexico City sky 
fills the top window frames. 



• MIDDLE GROUND –  
o LINES: Vertical stacks of  square tiles rise up the wall to the left of the window and  

rectangular tiles stretch horizontally across the lower section of the wall. Curvy lines  
above top square tile indicates paint peeling away. Curved and twisted lines of wrought  
iron chair back contrast with vertical and horizonal lines of toy chair.  

o SHAPES: Rectangular calendar hangs on wall. Combination of rectangular, triangular and 
organic lines create the Aztec motif at top of calendar. 

o COLORS:  Aztec motif colors mimic colors of tablecloth in foreground.  
 

Medium 
Climent  works in oils, watercolors, drawings, iPad art, videos and installations.  See source with examples  
of her works in various media. 
 
Technique 

• Climent returns to her birthplace, Mexico, twice yearly for inspiration. 
• When in Mexico she takes numerous photographs which she assembles in notebooks. 

She also collects Mexican objects. 
• Climent does not make preparatory drawings.  She sees the image in her head then blocks in the  

whole composition very quickly. Quote: “If I planned a composition before doing it, I’d have to deal 
with symmetry and harmony, which I don’t.” 

• Spaces between objects are extremely clear. This may have to do with her use of photographs of 
 single objects as a source.  

• Quote: “When painting the picture, I try to reproduce the process that the object itself underwent  
in its own creation." For example, when painting things in a bag (potatoes/beans) she paints the 
objects first and then paints the bag around them. 

• Although her still life arrangements look casual, they are as painstakingly arranged as sacramental 
vessels on an altar. 
 

Artist style  
Climent is considered to be a figurative artist. Figuration in art generally concentrates on the representation of 
recognizable images typified here in Cocina con vista al viaducto. 
 
IV. ARTIST BIOGRAPHY  
Artist’s Biography, Mary-Anne Martin/Fine Arts and LLA Latin American Artists 
 In 1972 she had her first exhibition in Mexico City, and in 1988 she had a solo show at the Palacio 
de Bellas Artes in Mexico City. Climent’s early works were mostly watercolors from her own imagination. 
However, in 1986 she began creating oil paintings based on her photographs of windows, doors, and  
balconies in Mexico City. In 1988 Climent moved to New York City and continued to use her old snapshots 
to create paintings which explored the urban landscape of Mexico City, as well as the distinctions between 
interior and exterior spaces. Through depicting everyday objects and scenes, Climent manages to give the 
viewer a glimpse into the lives of many Mexicans.  
Climent’s first solo exhibition in the United States, titled In Search of the Present, was held at Mary-Anne 
Martin|Fine Art in 1992. She continued to exhibit at MAMFA and the Galería GAM (formerly the Galería 
de Arte Mexicano) in Mexico City.  
In 2005 Elena Climent turned away from exclusive gallery representation, preferring to work as an  
independent artist and to complement her easel painting with a new orientation to public art projects.  
Her most recent accomplishment in that field is a 60-foot-wide mural titled ‘At Home with Their Books,’  
that is on permanent exhibition at New York University’s Languages and Literatures building.  



 
 
Climent’s work in oil, watercolor and drawing has received wide critical acclaim in the United States, Latin 
America and Europe. Her work has been exhibited in museums and acquired for important collections 
internationally. Elena Climent’s painting is appreciated for rendering an uncanny intimacy that adheres 
to mass-produced objects when they are adopted, forgotten, or discarded. Climent has her permanent 
studio in New York City. 
 
Other works in our collection by same artist  
 None 
 
V. HISTORICAL CONTENT  
Relevant historical information  

• 1920s-1950s - Mexican Muralists—portrayed social themes.  Climent’s work does not evoke their style 
• 1930s-1940s – Mexico’s Open Air School – a group of self-taught painters who recorded Mexico’s 

private life. Alfredo Ramos Martinez established these Open Air Schools of painting when Director 
of Mexico’s Art Academy. Climent’s work relates more to this group though without their folkloric 
bent. In her paintings, traditional Mexican ceramics are replaced by soda bottles and garish  
plastic kitchen ware. 
 

Symbolism—Climent uses symbolism to record a “visual diary” about the loss of her mother.  
• Grocery items and poured beverage in glass on table tell us a person was here ready to prepare 

 meals and suggest that their owner will soon return.  
• Five potatoes could represent the Climent family members. They also symbolize an industrialized 

Mexico—potatoes packaged in plastic and sold at  supermarket. 
• Bright colored soda bottles may represent the “fabulous visual sensibility of the Mexican people” 

which Climent admired beyond the tones and hues of her upbringing. 
• Herbal Tea box with three girls pictured on label as well as a cross and a red heart shape. Written 

on the box is “fuerza a poder y en todo vencer” (“strength and power in all we do”).  This may refer 
to having the strength to overcome the loss of her mother. Elena has two sisters, Pilar and Isabel. 

• Tiny airplane traveling through polluted Mexico City sky, could be symbolic of the artist flying from 
New York City to Mexico City to visit her mother. 

• Directly in front of the kitchen window, a red car is going in the opposite direction. This car may be 
representative of Climent’s mother going to the hospital. One vehicle is going towards life, and the 
other away from it. 

• On the calendar, the date of her mother’s death in August (Agosto) is faded.   
• Other symbols of time and its passage are the Aztec motif on the calendar, the chipped paint above 

the tiles of the room and the cracked putty (glazing compound) highlighted  by sunlight on the  
window frame. This is a middle-class urban household. The objects are personal and a sign of this 
particular time in the 20th century. 



• Chairs are human surrogates—symbol of a person not there.  The wrought iron chair may be a 
surrogate for Elena’s mother. A plastic toy highchair sits on the windowsill. Climent adds things  
from other parts of her life. Inserting her daughter’s plastic toys into her parents’ perfectly tasteful 
house was a way of staking her claim on her family home and on her identity embedded in it. 
 

Where the work fits into the artist’s oeuvre  
Quote: “My paintings have always been windows to another world.” 
See source with examples of art media through decades. 
 
VI. Resources  
https://mamfa.com/artists/climent-elena 
Climent Biography from Mary-Anne Martin /Fine Arts 
 
https://www.latinamericanart.com/en/artist/elena-climent/ 
Climent Biography from LAA Latin American Art 
 
https://www.terenchin.com/2018/11/22/enrique-climent-1897-1980/ 
Biography of the artist’s father Enrique Climent – plus image of his art, Naturaleza muerta con uvas, Enrique 
Climent (Spanish, died 1080), oil on canvas, shown above. 
 
http://elenacliment.mx/ 
Excellent site with selections of all Climent’s media types through decades.  Great selection of videos (in 
Spanish).  Scenes of artist at work.   
 
https://www.cusd80.com/cms/lib6/AZ01001175/Centricity/Domain/2690/5th%20Grade-
Lesson%204%20February.pdf 
Art Masterpiece 5th grade Lesson Plan (Note: The Lesson Plan indicates 1993,  as year of Climent’s mother’s passing. 
 The artist’s essay in To My Parents Exhibition Catalogue indicates her mother passed in 1994.)  
 
http://elenacliment.mx/wp-content/uploads/2016/05/toMyParents.pdf 
Excellent source for information re: Cocina con Vista al Viaducto 
 
https://www.nytimes.com/2008/08/01/nyregion/01mural.html?_r=0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=plD18z16abA 
Info about Climent’s Mural: Famous Writers and their spaces come together in a Mural 
Excellent utube piece about the creation of this mural.  Don’t miss this! 
 
https://vimeo.com/84883341 
The Story of Still Life Don’t miss this 90-minute BBC documentary!  It looks at the history of still life  
painting from the classical period through to the contemporary.  
 
 
 
 
Prepared by Docent Cindy Moore--Class of 2000 


